Diphtheria toxin is separated into two fragments (fragment A: M.W. 21,500, fragment B: 40,000) by trypsin treatment. Fragment A kills cells by preventing protein synthesis (1) . On the other hand, fragment B has the conjugating ability to attach to the diphtheria toxin receptors on the surface of the cell (2, 3). Therefore, even if fragment A is dissolved into culture medium it is not toxic, because fragment A can not penetrate the cell without fragment B. If fragment A is introduced into the cell, however the cell is destroyed. Previously, Yamaizumi et al. proved that a cell can be killed by one molecule of fragment A (4). After pricking cells with a laser beam in various concentrations of fragment A solution, it is possible to determine the survival rate of the cell and this easily infer the volume of external fluid incorporated by the irradiation. The calcium phosphate method--the most widely employed DNA transfection method--involves making a precipitate of DNA and calcium phosphate and then incorporating it into the cell so it is impossible to specify the number of DNA molecules introduced into the cell. The laser pricking method presents an easier way to estimate the injected volume and thereby estimate the number of DNA molecules injected into the cell.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell line. 
